4-H Youth Development Fair Entries
General Rules and Regulations
1. Open classes are open to all exhibitors unless otherwise specified.
2. All exhibits will be entered at the specified time (*see Schedule of Events
and/or individual departments) with the committee in charge.
3. No exhibits will be released until the specified time. Any exhibits so
removed will forfeit premium.
4. Prize money may be picked up at the Extension Office after Sorghum
Festival, monies will be mailed to exhibitors, unless otherwise specified by
Department Superintendents.
5. Entries made in 4-H, FFA and FHA classes must have been produced in
conjunction with an approved project sponsored by these organizations.
Must have signed approval by appropriate program advisor.
Jr. 4-H- Ages 9-13 as of January 1, 2018
Sr. 4-H- Ages 14-19 as of January 1, 2018
Novice 4-H- 5-8 years of age as of January 1, 2018
Jr. FFA- Grades 9-10
Sr. FFA- Grades 11-12
6. All 4-H, FFA agricultural and project entries will be judged on the Danish
system. Each entry will be awarded Blue, Red, or White award depending on
quality of the entry with prize money distributed according to award. Not to
exceed-Blue $4.00, Red $3.00, White $2.00.
7. The fair Board accepts no responsibility for injury to persons, damage or
loss of exhibits, but will use every precaution to prevent the same.
8. Exhibits will not be open for public viewing until they have been judged.
(*see Schedule of Events for times). Only superintendents, committee
members and judges in exhibit area during judging.
9. The decision of the judges in final.
10. No entry fee will be charged UNLESS so stated.
11. All field crops, vegetables and fruits must have been grown by exhibitor in
Kentucky during the 2018 growing season unless otherwise stated.
12. Exhibits must be made or produced since the 2017 Fair by the exhibitor
unless otherwise stated in the department entered.
13. In case of only one entry in a class or ring, the quality of exhibit will
determine the ribbon and/or prize wont as with all exhibits.
14. Exhibitors may enter only on exhibit per class.
15. No gate passes other than fair officials.
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Department A 4-H
General Instructions on 4-H exhibits
1. All 4-H non-perishable entries will be accepted on Tuesday, August 7th
between 5:00p.m.-7:00p.m. All entries will be judged on Wednesday
morning starting at 8:00a.m.
2. Only entries listed in the fair book will be accepted and all entries must have
been completed during the year (since last county fair).
3. Entries must be removed between 4:00 and 6:00p.m.on Friday.
4. If removed before, prize money will be forfeited.
5. The Danish System of judging will be used with top entry in each
designated. Danish System- Blue Ribbon worth $4, Red Ribbon worth $3,
and White Ribbon worth $2.
6. No 4-H exhibitor will be allowed in the exhibit hall during judging of 4-H
exhibits.
7. THE DECISOIONS OF THE JUDGES ARE FINAL!
8. Age Groups For Department A:
Cloverbuds- 8 and Under
Jr. 4-H- Ages 9-13
Sr. 4-H- Ages 14-18

4-H Field Crops
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Yellow- ear, from the previous year’s crop, 8 ears shucked
White- ear, from the previous year’s crop, 8 ears shucked
White popcorn- 8 ears shucked and labeled with variety
Red popcorn- 8 ears shucked and labeled with variety
Yellow popcorn- 8 ears shucked and labeled with variety
Soybeans from the previous year’s crop, 1-gallon ziplock bag
Sweet sorghum from the current year’s crop, three stalks tied together below
leaves, with roots intact, but free of soil.
8. Block of mixed hay (1/2 bale)
9. Best block of lespedeza hay (1/2 bale)
10. Best block of alfalfa hay (1/2 bale)
11. Best block of red clover hay (1/2 bale)
12. Best block of sod grass (1/2 bale)
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4-H Tobacco
Specifications for exhibits:
Each exhibit or green tobacco consists of three stalks per stick.
Each exhibit of stripped Burley tobacco shall consist of two hands, and each
hand shall be made up of twenty leaves or more.
Must be exhibited in clear plastic
13. 3 stalks of green tobacco
14. Flyings (L or F)
15. Lug (L or F)
16. Bright Leaf
17. Red Leaf
18. Tip (Leaf 16 inches or under)
19. Mixed
20. Potted Tobacco Plant

4-H Garden and Horticulture
Beans
21. Plate of beans, snap, 1 dozen
22. Plate of lima beans, 1 dozen
Tomatoes
23. Plate of 5 yellow cherry/pear tomatoes
24. Plate of 5 miniature tomatoes (salad tomatoes)
25. Plate of 5 yellow tomatoes
26. Plate of 5 red tomatoes
27. Plate of 5green tomatoes
Potatoes
28. Plate of 5 Irish potatoes (red)
29. Plate of 5 Irish potatoes (white)
30. Plate of 5 white sweet potatoes
31. Plate of 5 red sweet potatoes
Corn
32. Five ears sweet corn (in husk with silk)
33. Indian Corn
Carrots
34. Plate of 5 carrots
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Cucumbers
35. Cabbage head
Beets
36. Plate of 5 beets
Curcurbits
37. Plate of 5 cucumbers, for pickling
38. Plate of 5 cucumbers, for slicing
39. Crooked neck white/green cushaw
40. Plate of 1 zucchini
41. Pumpkin, any variety
42. Plate of 1 yellow squash
43. Plate of 1 summer squash/yellow crook necked
44. Plate of 1 green zucchini
45. Plate of 1 butternut squash
46. Plate of 1 acorn squash
47. Plate of 1 spaghetti squash
48. Banana squash
49. Plate of 1 other squash
50. Plate of 4 gourd collection
51. Large pumpkin, (any variety)
52. Best Halloween pumpkin
53. Best Pumpkin for pie (small)
Peppers
54. Plate of 5 bell peppers, green
55. Plate of 5 bell peppers, red
56. Plate of 5 bell peppers, yellow
57. Plate of 5 bell peppers, small
58. Plate of 5 hot Jalapeno peppers
59. Plate of 5 hot peppers, banana
60. Plate of 5 banana peppers
Onions
61. Plate of 5 onions, green
62. Plate of 5 onions, white
63. Plate of 5 onions, yellow
64. Plat of 5 onions, red
Other Farm Products
65. Plate of 5 broccoli spears
66. Plate of 5 Brussels sprouts
67. Cantaloupe- any variety (1 whole, halved)
68. Eggs, 1 dozen
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69. Eggplant, 1 whole
70. Plate of 5 okra
71. Plate of 5 turnips
72. Watermelon, largest, any variety
Flowers
73. Any large potted flower plant
74. Best potted flowers with 2 or more varieties
75. Small potted flower
76. Sunflower (Largest, most perfect sunflower grown by 4-H’er this year)
77. Sunflower (Regular)
78. Best potted dahlia
79. best cut dahlia
80. Best cut rose
81. Best potted zinnia
82. Best cut zinnia
83. Best potted marigold
84. Best cut marigold
85. Best cactus
86. Best cut gladiola
87. Best live arrangement
88. Best dried arrangement
89. Best Wild Flower arrangement
90. House plants
91. Hanging baskets
92. Terrariums
93. Desert or Tropical Dish Garden
94. Annual plant in bucket
Herbs
95. Plate of herbs- basil
96. Plate of herbs – bee balm
97. Plate of herbs – caraway
98. Plate of herbs- chives
99. Plate of herbs – cilantro
100.
Plate of herbs – coriander
101.
Plate of herbs - dill
102.
Plate of herbs – fennel
103.
Plate of herbs – lambs ear
104.
Plate of herbs – lavender
105.
Plate of herbs - mint
106.
Plate of herbs – oregano
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107.
108.
109.
110.
111.

Plate of herbs- parsley
Plate of herbs – rosemary
Plate of herbs - sage
Plate of herbs – thyme
Plate of herbs- any other not listed

Fruit
112.
Plate of 5 apples
113.
Plate of 12 blackberries
114.
Plate of grapes (1 bunch)
115.
Plate of 5 peaches
116.
Plate of 5 pears
117.
Plate of 5 strawberries
118.
Plate of dried apples
119.
Plate of dried beans
120.
Plate of dried fruit or vegetable
NOVELTY & EXHIBITS
121.
Garden display of 6 or more vegetables (number and quality
considered)
122.
Largest tomato (by weight) (must be ripe) (red or yellow)
123.
Largest cabbage (by weight)
124.
Vegetable plant in bucket
125.
Novelty entry-unusual shape or form of any vegetable
126.
Miscellaneous- Garden
127.
Any potted vegetable plant
128.
Summer Garden Exhibit- 4-H Garden club member may enter only.
(May enter one plate of vegetables, herb or flower per variety).

4-H Canning & Food Preservation
Rule: Clear, clean STANDARD jars and two-piece lids must be used.
Fruit
129.
Quart apples
130.
Quart blackberries
131.
Quart any other berries
132.
Quart peaches
133.
Pint spiced fruit
134.
2 quarts different kinds of fruit
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Vegetables
135.
Pint beets
136.
Quart carrots
137.
Quart corn
138.
Pint whole kernel corn
139.
Quart green beans
140.
Quart kraut
141.
Quart peas
142.
Quart peppers
143.
Quart tomatoes
144.
Quart tomato juice
145.
Quart whole tomatoes
Miscellaneous
146.
Quart soup mix
147.
Quart molasses
148.
Quart miscellaneous
Butter, Jams, Jellies & Preserves
149.
Quart apple butter
150.
Quart any other butter
151.
Pint jam, any
152.
Pint apple jelly
153.
Pint blackberry jelly
154.
Pint cherry jelly
155.
Pint peach jelly
156.
Pint pepper jelly
157.
Pint strawberry jelly
158.
Pint grape jelly
159.
Pint jelly- any other fruit not listed
160.
Pint jelly, any other
161.
Pint preserves, any
162.
Pint strawberry preserves (whole fruit)
163.
Pint preserves, any other not listed
Beans
164.
Pinto beans
165.
Pint lima beans
Pickles, Relish & Salsa
166.
Pint dill pickles
167.
Pint bread & butter pickles
168.
Pint sweet pickles
169.
Pint pickle relish
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170.
171.
172.

Pint relish- other
Pint salsa
Pint any other pickle, relish or salsa

Honey Classes
Rules:
1. Honey shows better in oval flat sided to square clear container except
wide-mouth mason jars or wide-mouth honey jars may be used in class 145.
2. Fill jars to within inch of top. Note: Two jars must be submitted.
168.
169.
170.
171.
172.

Two one pound containers of white extracted honey
Two one pound containers of light amber extracted honey
Two one pound containers of amber extracted honey
Two one pound containers of dark amber extracted honey
Two wide mouth quart jars of chunk honey, any color

4-H Baking
Rule:
All entries must be on paper plate and in Ziploc bag. Cake may be covered
with plastic wrap and on cake plate - Recipe card attached to the entry.
173.
Plate of 4 drop cookies
174.
Plate of 4 sugar cookies
175.
Plate of 4 peanut butter cookies
176.
Plate of 4 chocolate chip cookies
177.
Plate of 4 chocolate no bake cookies
178.
Plate of 4 oatmeal cookies
179.
Plate of 4 granola bars
180.
Plate of 4 other cookies
181.
Plate of 4 brownies, homemade
182.
One eight inch round layer chocolate cake, made with applesauce, no
icing
183.
½ cake-iced
184.
Decorated cake
185.
½ angel food cake-un-iced
186.
Plate of 4 two-inch square cornbread
187.
Plate of 4 chocolate chip muffins
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188.
Plate of 4 sweet muffins with fruit
189.
Plate of 4 biscuits
190.
Plate of 4 biscuits with either cheese or orange variation
191.
4 pieces of peanut butter candy
192.
4 pieces of chocolate candy loaf of sweet bread (nut or fruit) yeast
bread loaf
193.
Loaf sweet bread (not fruit or yeast loaf)
194.
½ quick bread loaf (fruit)
195.
½ loaf of white bread
196.
½ loaf of wheat bread
197.
½ quick bread loaf (zucchini)
198.
4 yeast rolls (batter method)
199.
½ loaf yeast breads for entertaining (fancy shapes, cheeses, pull apart
bread)
200.
½ loaf banana bread
201.
½ apple cake (no topping)
202.
One whole, double crust apple pie
203.
4 zucchini muffins
204.
Poster, (Food Photography)
205.
Miscellaneous

4-H Sewing, Knitting & Crochet
Beginning sewing- Junior (Ages 9-13)
Let’s learn to sew
Entry- level exhibit must be made from woven fabric and include straight
machine stitching and a casing.
206. Non clothing Option: Drawstring tote bag, purse, or laundry bag.
Let’s get to the bottom
Exhibit must be made from woven fabric and must have enclosed
seams, interfacing, and zipper.
206. Clothing option: Skirt, shorts or pants with zipper and a waistband or
facing.
207. Non clothing option: Tote bag, purse, or gym bag with zipper and selffabric straps or handles.
Intermediate sewing- (level 1)
Senior (Ages 14-18)
Let’s be casual
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208. Clothing option: 1 or 2 piece complete outfit made from knit or woven
fabric such as a dress, top and bottom, simple pajamas, or robe.
209. Non clothing option: 2 coordinating fashion accessories from the
following: wallet, garment bag, purse, backpack or duffle bag. At least one
piece must have a zipper.
210. Miscellaneous Clothing
Crochet
211. Young Junior: Here we go, row by row! (Ages 9-11)
Using single or double crochet stitches with plain medium weight yarn.
Suggested items include: scarf, purse, belt, or hat.
212. Intermediate: Here we go patterns galore!
One item, pair of items, or set using one or more pattern stitches. Must
include increase/decrease stitches unless project has one or more pattern
stitches. Can include one or more colors in alternating rows. Suggested items
include: Sweater, vest, shawl, mittens, hat, baby blanket, set of 5 different
ornaments made with bedspread-weight thread.
Embroidery
Young Junior: Begin Embroidery
213. Item of red work must include stem stitch and have a minimum
embroidered area of 4x4 inches.
Beginner
214. Item of cross stitch with stamped design on white plain woven fabric
and have a minimum embroidered are of 5x7 inches.
Knitting
Young Junior: Begin Embroidery
215. Exhibit one item or pair of items using plain medium weight yarn. Solid
color or variegated yarn is acceptable. Items are limited to those that include
garter stitch, stockinette stitch and/or ribbing stitch. Suggestions include:
slippers, mittens, hat, pillow, purse, or scarf.
Beginner: Knit one, and purl too!
216. Exhibit one item or pair of items. May use yarn other than plain
medium weight yarn. Two colors and one pattern stitch may be used in
addition to garter stitch, stockinette stitch, and/or ribbing stitch. Suggested
items include: hat, mittens, pillow, purse, scarf, slippers, and small
afghan/shawl.
Intermediate: Keep on knitting!
217. This project focuses on shape. Exhibit one item or a pair of items using
pick up stitches, multiple color changes (stripes or duplicate stitch), and/or
circular knitting. Item must include increase or decrease. May use yarns
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other than plain medium weight yarn. Suggested item include: gloves, hat,
mittens, socks, sweater, vest.
Needlepoint
Beginner:
218. Item with minimum finished size of 5-inches square, pin cushion using
tent stitches and two or more colors, or kit.
Intermediate:
219. One of the following using three or more colors: personalized (name or
initials) belt, 9-inch square (minimum finished size) sampler using a
minimum of four decorative stitches one of which may be a tent stitch- can
be framed or finished as a pillow, patterned pin cushion (6-inch square
minimum finished size), or kit.
Advanced:
220. One of the following using three or more colors: 12-inch square
(minimum size) item with tent stitch and one or more decorative stitch(es),
sampler using a minimum of 6 stitches. (Project may be finished into a
pillow, a foot stool, chair seat, framed as a picture or other item of choice),
or kit.
221. Afghan
222. Miscellaneous
223. Latch Hook
223.Jr. Counted Cross Stitch
224.Sr. Counted Cross Stitch
225.Cross Stitch
226.Plastic Canvas
227.Stitchery

4-H Arts and Crafts
Drawings- Ink
228.Free Hand
229.Tracing
Drawings- Markers
230.Free Hand
231.Tracing
a. Coloring sheet
Drawings- Pencil
232.Free Hand
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233.Tracing
234. Portraits
235. Landscapes
236. Still Life
Drawings- Colored Pencil
237. Free Hand
238. Tracing
239. Portraits
240. Landscapes
241. Still Life
Drawings- Crayon
242. Free- Hand
243. Tracing
244. Coloring Sheet
Paintings- Watercolor
245.Free- Hand
246. Portraits
247. Landscapes
248. Still Life
249. By Numbers
Paintings- Oil/Acrylic
250. Free- Hand
251. By Numbers
252.Tracing
253. Portraits
254. Landscapes
255. Still Life
Drawings- Chalk/Pastel
256.Free Hand
257.Tracing
Black and White Drawings
258. Junior Black and White Drawing- items made through the use of drawing
lines using pen, pencil, charcoal, markers, or chalk. No additional colors
added.
259. Senior Black and White Drawing- Items made through the use of drawing
lines using pen, pencil, charcoal, markers or chalk. No additional colors
added.
260. Drawings- Cartoon Drawing
261. Posters- to 1 full sheet of poster paper
262. Posters- 1 full sheet
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263. Miscellaneous- Art
264. Fabric Painting (other than t-shirt)
Ceramics- Plaster of Paris
265. Under 3” glazed
266. 3-5” glazed
267. Over 5” glazed
268. Under 3” glazed
269. 3-5” stained
270. Over 5” stained
271. Christmas, small- under 5”
272. Christmas, large- 6” and up
273. Christmas Ornaments
274. Molded
275. Miscellaneous
Pottery
276. Junior Pottery- Glazed (re-fired after glazing and no sprayed glaze) or
stained ceramics (items not re- fired after staining).
277. Senior Pottery- Glazed (re- fired after glazing and no sprayed glaze) or
stained ceramics (items not re- fired after staining).
278. Junior Original Design Pottery- original item made from clay, using, a
process of casting, hand molding, or a potter’s wheel.
279. Senior Original Design Pottery- original item made from clay, using a
process of casing, hand molding, or a potter’s wheel.
Bead Ornaments- Christmas
280.Wreath
281.Angel
282.Candy Cane
283.Santa
284.Snowman
285.Icicle
286.Miscellaneous
Ornaments- Christmas
287.Santa
288.Angel
289.Snowman
290.Reindeer
291.Icicle
292.Snowballs
293.Candy Cane
294.Miscellaneous
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Flowers (Made By Hand)
295. Cloth
296. Felt
297. Foam
298. Paper
Stained Glass
299. Painted, small, under 5”
300. Painted, large, over 5”
301. Baking Crystals
302. Felt Painting
303. Painted Flower Pots
304. Painted T- Shirt
305. Straw Brooms- decorated
306. Hat- decorated
Bead Craft
307. Junior Jewelry Beadwork- One piece of
jewelry created by youth (jewelry quality only).
No kits or pony beads allowed. Glass, clay, or
wooden beads (painted or carved) permitted
only.
308. Senior Jewelry Beadwork- One set (at least
two items) of jewelry created by youth (jewelry
quality only). No kits or pony beads allowed.
Glass, clay, or wooden beads (painted or
carved) permitted only. Examples: earring(s)
and necklace; bracelet and necklace, etc.
Other Bead Crafts
309. Necklace
310. Bracelet
311. Pin
312. Key Chain
313. Animals
314. Earrings
315. Magnet
316. Heart
317. Dolls
318. Hair, etc.
319. Shamrock
320. Miscellaneous
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Small Woodcraft Items- Under 6”- No Kits
321. Flag
322. Pumpkin
323. Heart
324. Truck/Car
325. Airplane
326. Birdhouse
327. Snowman
328. Flower
329. Angel
330. Animals
331. Duck
332. Clovers
333. Boat
334. Miscellaneous
Small Woodcraft Item- 6” Or Over- Not Kits
335. Plaque/Wall Hanging
336. Birdhouse
337. Flower
338. Door Hanging
339. Flag
340. Animals
341. Clovers
342. Miscellaneous
Puff Ball Crafts
343. Animals
344. Snowman
345. Flowers
346. Miscellaneous
Foam Crafts
347. Snowman
348. Pumpkin
349. Wind Chimes
350. Animals
351. Miscellaneous
352. Foil Crafts
Leather Crafts
353. Junior Leather Craft- Item made from leather.
May or may not be tooled. Kits allowed.
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354. Senior Leather Craft- Item made from leather.
May or may not be tooled. No kits allowed.
355. Tin Punch
356. Paper mache crafts
Weaving Crafts
357. Junior Weaving- One pair of place-mats, pot holders (pair) or one small
wall hanging item that is made through various weaving techniques using
mix media fibers, no plastic materials allowed.
358. Senior Weaving- One item; rug, belt, stool with woven seat, or wall
hanging item made through various weaving techniques using mixed media
fibers, no plastic materials allowed. Wall hanging must be mounted and
ready for hanging.
Basket Crafts
359. Junior Basket Making- Natural materials, any size, shape, or design.
360. Senior Basket Making- Natural materials, any size, shape, or design.
Sand Art
361. Under 6”- Bottles
362. Over 6”- Bottles
363. Candle
364. Other
Handmade Jewelry- Other Than Beads
365. Hair, etc.
366. Earring
367. Ring
368. Key Chain
369. Necklace
370. Bracelet
371. Miscellaneous
Nature Crafts
372. Picture Frame
373. Christmas Ornament
374. Pine cone
375. Painted Rocks
376. Junior Nature Crafts- Wall wreath made from natural materials only.
No kits allowed.
377. Senior Nature crafts- Wall wreath or hand carved native materials made
from natural materials only. No kits allowed.
378. Seed Plaque/Picture
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379. Seed Wind Chimes
380. Miscellaneous
Folk Art
381. Junior Folk Art- One item that has paint for a decorative or craft
purpose other than canvas or paper. No Clothing! The following items will
only be accepted in this category: stool, gourd, or small box (any shape).
382. Senior Folk Art- One item that has paint for a decorative or craft
purpose other than canvas or paper. No Clothing! The following items will
only be accepted in this category: stool, gourd, or small box (any shape).
Popsicle Stick Items
383. Picture Frame
384. Animals
385. Wall Hanging
386. Magnet
387. Pencil Holder
388. Birdhouse
389.
Angels
390.
Miscellaneous
Easter Crafts
391.
Rabbit
392.
Eggs
393.
Chicken
394.
Basket
395.
Marshmallow
396.
Magnet
397.
Miscellaneous
Paper Crafts
398.
Ghost
399.
Pumpkin
400.
Miscellaneous
Fleece Crafts
401.
Blanket
402.
Scarf
403.
Toboggan
404.
Pillow
Paper Bag Crafts
405.
Gingerbread Man
406.
Hearts
407.
Decorated Bags
408.
Animals
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409.
410.

Miscellaneous
Paper Fans
Decorated Boxes
411. Small
412. Large
413. Christmas
414. Decorated Mirrors
Decorated Bottles
415. Glass
416. Plastic
417. Other
Recycled Crafts
418. Christmas Animals
419. Bags
420. Puzzle
421. Paper
422. Gift Card
423. Plastic
424. Cans
425. Wood
426. Miscellaneous
Styrofoam Crafts
427. Christmas
428. Animals
Noodle Crafts
429. Butterfly
430. Jewelry
431. Miscellaneous
Tye-Dye Items
432. Small
433. Large
String Art
434. Small
435. Large
St. Patrick’s Crafts
436. Bookmarker
437. Four Leaf Clover
438. Paper Plate man
439. Necklace
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Pipe Cleaner Crafts
440.
441.
442.
443.
444.
445.
446.
447.
448.
449.
450.

Doll
Candy Cane
Spider
Miscellaneous
Seashells- any item made from seashells
Wind Chimes
Sun Catchers
Covered Book
Miscellaneous- Other
4-H Camp Crafts
4-H Day Camp Crafts

4-H Project Records
451.
4-H Project Book in Animal Science (to
include all animal projects)
452.
4-H Project Book in Crops (to include all
field crops, vegetables, garden conservation, tobacco, and forestry)
453.
4-H Project Book in Agricultural Engineering
(to include automotive, woodworking, electric, small engines, tractor, etc.)
454.
4-H Project Book in General Area (to include
farm labor, you and your money, exploring your community, career
exploration, achievement, health, photography, geology, etc.)
a. 417.4-H Project Book in Arts & Crafts, Home Furnishings, Terrarium,
Babysitting, Personal Development, Bicycle, and Energy.
455.
4-H Project Book in Junior Foods and
Nutrition
456.
4-H Project Book in Senior Foods and
Nutrition
457.
4-H Project Book in Junior Clothing
458.
4-H Book in Senior Clothing
459.
4-H Club Secretary Record Book

b. 4-H Home Furnishings
460.
461.
462.

Artificial flower arrangement- cloth
Artificial flower arrangement- paper
Artificial flower arrangement- plastic
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463.
464.

Artificial flower arrangement- other
Homemade Pillow

Unit I
465. Natural finish (grain shows through) applied to small wood object with
straight lines. Judging emphasis will be on finish, not the construction.
Examples include: bowl, tray, cutting board, game board, and small box.
466. Simple, small cloth article (maximum size 36”x36”) with no machine
stitching (knotted pillow, draped valance with accompanying photo). No
purses, tote bags, backpacks, or duffle bags.
467. Simple small cloth article with machine stitching (examples include
plain pillow (no applied design), fringed tablecloth, placemats and napkins,
laundry bag, valance. No purses, tote bags, backpacks, or duffle bags.
468. Quilt- Hand Stitched
469. Quilt- Machine Stitched
470. Quilt Top- Hand Stitched
471. Quilt Top- Machine Stitched
472. Wastebasket
473. Pin-up Board
474. 3 piece Desk Set- blotter pad, pencil holder, letter box, notebook, etc.
475. Miscellaneous
Unit II
476. Refinished wood item. Should have straight lines with no elaborate
carvings or turnings. Examples include: foot stool, children’s furniture,
small box, tray, picture frame, book shelves, and plant stands.
477. Small article made of cloth. Examples include: hemmed tablecloth or
table runner, wall hangings, pillow and flat hemmed curtains. (No purses,
tote bags, backpacks, or duffle bags.)
478. Miscellaneous
Unit III
479. Accessory for the home with description, sketch, or photo to show the
accessory is used in the home and how the design and colors fit in with the
other furnishings and color used in the home. Examples include: stitchery or
appliqué wall hanging, latch hook items, pillow with applied design
(stitchery, appliqué or other media), rug, picture in appropriate frame and
ready to hang.
480. Table setting, to include centerpiece, place, beverage container(s) and
table linen appropriate to theme or event, chosen by 4-H member. No
silverware, please. Information card accompanying exhibit must include
specific theme or event for which the table setting was planned. A color
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photo of the place setting as to how it would appear on the table must be
included. Items may or may not be made by the 4-Her.
481. Refinished furniture (stripped, sanded, and stained, painted, or
varnished) with a “before” picture attached. Examples: rocker, table, large
chair or chest.
482. Recycled or low cost furnishing item created as part of your decorating
plan. Information card accompanying exhibit should include materials used,
cost and time involved in project and final use for item.
483. Miscellaneous
Unit IV
484. An accessory for the home, made with member’s original or adapted
design and the information card, which includes description of how and
where item is used in the home. Examples include: latch hook item; pillow
with stitchery design; wall hanging of natural dyed yarns or drawing with
mat and finished or refinished frame.
485. Heritage item refinished, restored, or made by the 4-H member with
information on the history or meaning of the item to the member and how it
is used in the home. Examples include: antique or collectible furniture,
memory box, scrapbook of family history. (Note: scrapbook needs to reflect
family history/ home/house/farm/land or three or more generations), quilt
with heritage design, wall hanging showing family tree.
486. Miscellaneous

4-H Articles
487. Woodworking (Beginners Level I) article made from at kit- Plaque
488. Woodworking (Beginners Level I) article made from a kit- Birdhouse
489. Woodworking (Beginners Level I) article made from at kit- Clock
490. Woodworking (Beginners Level I) article made from at kit- CD Holder
491. Woodworking (Beginners Level I) article made from at kit- Gun Rack
492. Woodworking (Beginners Level I) article made from at kit- Clover
493. Woodworking (Beginners Level I) article made from at kit- Key
Birdhouse
494. Woodworking (Beginners Level I) article made from at kit- Other
495. Woodworking I- any article not made from a kit
496. Woodworking II- any article not made from a kit
497. Woodworking III- any article not made from a kit
Electric
498. 4-H Electric- “Pop Can” Lamp Kit
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499. 4-H Electric- Extension Cord- (3 wire), heavy duty outdoor (GFCI
outlet acceptable)

4-H Entomology
500. First year project (1 or 2 boxes with minimum of 25 insects, maximum
50 insects, from at least four orders. Identification beyond order not
necessary. All specimens must have date and locality label.)
501. Second year project (1 or 2 boxes with minimum of eight orders and
not less than 50insects, nor more than 100 insects). Half of the insects should
be identified with a common name.
502. Third year project (2 boxes with a minimum of 10 orders and 100
insects, a maximum of 150 insects.)
503. School Class Project
504. Miscellaneous

Photography
Rules:
1. All pictures must be made since the last fair. Photos may be either black
or white color unless otherwise stated.
2. Digital images may be submitted in all classes, unless otherwise stated.
3. ALL CLASSES (including Horticulture) WITH ONE PHOTOGRAPH
SHOULD BE MOUNTED ON “10X16” MAT BOARD (No Poster Board).
Single photographs are limited to maximum size of “8x10”.
4. ALL CLASSES (including Horticulture) WITH MULTIPLE
PHOTOGRAPHS (MORE THAN ONE PHOTOGRAPH) SHOULD BE
MOUNTED ON “16X20” MAT BOARD (no poster board).
5. Each picture must be mounted securely. Rubber cement or dry mounting
tissue is recommended. DO NOT use photo mounting corners.
6. Pictures may be cropped (trimmed)
7. Absolutely nothing on front of mat board except photographs.
8. All photographic entries are required to have a sticky-back Velcro in each
of the four corners for easier exhibiting. Exhibits should attach the “loop”
Velcro side to the back of the mat board. REQUIRED: Leave the smooth
side of the Velcro attached to the “loop” Velcro for removal by the judges.
Level 1
Minimum size for photograph is “3x5”; maximum size is “8x10”.
Classes 505-508 must be mounted on “10x16” mat board.
505. Single photograph; subject: a hobby
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506. Single photograph; subject: landscape [definition of a landscape: a
picture representing a view of natural inland scenery (a portion of land
which the eye can comprehend in a single view, including mountains, rivers,
lakes, and whatever the land contains-trees, flowers, grasses, etc.)]
507. Single photograph; subject: animals
508. My community: Single photograph of an interesting building within
your community. (Photo size is limited to maximum of “8x10”)
Classes 509-511 must be mounted on “16x20” mat board.
509. Sequence of three photographs; subject: a hobby
510. Collection: Three different points of view of the same subject.
511. Five photographs of an event. Attach a description of the event to back
of board.
Level 2
Minimum size for photograph is “3.5x5”; maximum size of “8x10”
Classes 512-516 must be mounted on “10x16” mat board.
512. Single photograph; subject: person (photographic portrait of an
individual)
513. Single photograph; subject: still life
514. My community: Single photograph (your choice of subject) within your
community
515. Digital Collage: multiple images cropped, resized and combined into
one digital image (“8x10” print (recommend 200-300 dpi)
516. Digital illustration- single “8x10” image. Content CAN be digitally
manipulated or altered, mounted on “10x16” mat board.
Attach to back of mat board:
1. a one page description explaining alterations made and how it was done.
2. a print of the ORIGINAL image.
Classes 517-520 must be mounted on “16x20” mat board
517. Five photographs showing movement.
518. Collection: Three to five photographs of the same subject.
519. My Community: Tell a story about your community with 3-5
photographs.
520. My Community: Collage of photographs, mounted on “16x20” mat
board, unlimited number of photographs, size of photographs limited to
minimum “3.5x5” and maximum size “8x10” on the subject “My
Community”.
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Horticultural Photography Classes
521. A single black and white. Horticultural subject or activity. (Photo size
is limited to a maximum of “8x10”).
522. A single color. Horticultural subject or activity. (Photo size is limited to
maximum “8x10”)
523. A sequence of 4 photographs. In color or black and white representing a
horticultural event or activity. The horticultural story must be apparent only
through the photographs. No words or captions will be added to the exhibit.
524. Horticulture collection (B&W or color), consisting of 6 photographs
mounted on “16x20” mat board.
525. Miscellaneous- Photography
526. Framed photo
527. Collages of 10 photos
528. Scrapbook page

Geology
529. Fossils- a collection of 15 fossils
530. First year geology- consisting of 15 different specimens.
531. Second year geology- consisting of 25 different specimens. (Up to 12
may be from previous project year) (No more than 2 boxes)
532. Third year geology- consisting of 35 different specimens. (Up to 17
may be from previous project year) (No more than 2 boxes)
533. Fourth year geology- consisting of 50 different specimens. (Up to 25
may be from previous project year) (No more than 2 boxes)
534. Special collection for fifth year or more members- creative, advanced
display of member’s choosing which depicts a geological process, theme,
story, or manufacturing process.
Posters, notebooks and written narratives may be included.

Forestry
535. Leaf Collections- First Year- Collection of 10 leaves representing 10
forest trees found in Kentucky. Mounting instructions in the forestry book,
“4-H Forestry Project” Unit I
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536. Leaf Print Collection- Collect and print 10 leaves representing 10 forest
trees found in Kentucky. Instructions in the forestry book, “4-H Forestry
Project” Unit I
537. Leaf Collection- Second Year- Collection of 20 leaves representing 20
forest trees and different from ones done by same exhibitor in the first year
project found in Kentucky. Mounting instructions in the forestry book, “4-H
Forestry Project” Unit I.

Communications
538. Poem
539. Short story (limited to 3 pages typed)
540. Personal Narrative (limited to 3 pages typed)
Country Ham
541. One youth Country Ham-non smoked
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